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N the Dauphine the walks are long and hard, and the climbs feel big 
and lonely. One of the beauties of the place is that there are all 
grades of routes there, some only grade Ill or IV: real mountaineer-

ing. The' hard men' of course do not bother with that kind of climbing, 
or if they do, they do not bother to mention it. Or they may be like a friend 
of mine who, when asked what routes he had done that year, reeled off a 
string of names. 'But I've never heard of any of them,' I said. His 
reply was: 'Oh, that's because they were all first ascents.' 

Anyway, last August I found myself in La Berarde, where the action is. 
One can get to practically any big route in the Dauphine from La 
Berarde; one may have to walk all day, but one can get there. We had 
been to the V ercors first, which is an excellent training spot, quiet bars, 
low altitude, cheap food, cheaper wine, and short walks to steep, one-day 
climbs with lots of pegs in them. On the strength of two of these climbs, 
it was assumed that I was fit; and two dour Derbyshire lads suggested we 
have a look at the South face of the Pave. I was assured that not only had 
it never been climbed by a British party,1 it was only TD; it was only a 
day's walk away up a huge valley; it only meant climbing the Etan9ons 
glacier in the evening and rounding off the day with a bivouac on the Col 
du Pave. The next day we could wander down the other side (when I 
made enquiries about the terrain on the other side they were a bit evasive); 
it was only three or four hours to the foot of the face, and in the afternoon 
we would do the route and go back to La Berarde for a little celebration 
in the evening. They must have thought me simple to agree to take on 
this little excursion; but I had been cunning enough to notice that there 
was a mass of black clouds building up on the horizon, so I accepted. 
They seemed rather sick about this. 

The rain caught us about three hours from the Col du Pave, and two 
hours from the Promontoire hut. We swung to the Promontoire. This 
hut is a few hundred feet up the Promontoire rib, which is virtually the 
voie normale of the Meije, and a really good route; it is not very difficult. 
The hut with its gleaming new metal wall stands phoenix-like amongst 
the debris of the old wooden version. It was teeming with Saxons; 
fair-haired, blue-eyed men talking in low gutturals; they had sun
blistered faces and scarred hands. They seemed to reek of nordwand. 

1 The information was not correct. A British party, D. C. Bull, R. R. E. 
Chorley, A. K. Rawlinson, M. H. Westmacott and E. A. Wrangham, climbed Le 
Pave by the South face on July 23, 1955. See A.J. 6o. 374. EDITOR. 
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The snow fell until about midnight, but the Germans got up and went 
out into the night 'just to reconnoitre'. They returned about mid-day 
whilst we were having breakfast. The weather remained doubtful, so 
we spent the next few hours translating from the hut book a route put up 
about six weeks previously on the West face of the Meije; that is, the 
face flanking the Promontoire rib TD sustained, ten hours' effective 
climbing, all free, and only one pitch of V sup. In the late afternoon we 
slithered down to La Berarde. 

After a day or two the weather picked up, so with full sacks on our 
groaning backs but eyes bright with ambition we staggered up the great, 
long valley again, clutching descriptions of both the Pave face sud and the 
Meije face ouest. The rain caught us at the Chatelleret hut, where we 
spent a stifling night in a dirty dortoir. The weather cleared during the 
night, so we decided to try the West face of the Meije. We got up and 
went out into the night, and stumbled up to the Promontoire. It is quite 
a safe approach to the hut, so each of us plodded on at his own pace, 
trying to find his rhythm. Myself and the dour Derbyshire lads arrived 
more or less together, and brewed up whilst we waited for my partner. 
He turned up about three-quarters of an hour later, looking very sick, 
and managed to indicate that he did not want to climb that day. Fortun
ately, a first reserve arrived in rather better condition, and after a further 
brew and a bite we hurried out of the hut and up the snow, and then spent 
twenty minutes on the lip of a bergschrund, each regularly proclaiming 
that he had found the start. 

Eventually we did see some real pegs, and the two Derbyshire lads said 
they would find the route for the first half and we could lead the top 
section. With much grunting and gasping they set off, and I fumbled 
my way after them. For the first 70ft. I was showered with dirty Derby
shire snow. The first four rope lengths were steep, sustained climbing 
of IV sup. and V. I suppose the third rope length is the technical crux 
of the climb about V sup., with a hard lean on a doubtful piton and then 
up a steep wall by cracks and grooves. These days in the Alps nobody 
bothers much about avoiding the pegs; if they are there, you pull on 
them, downwards, outwards, sideways and if necessary stand on them. 
In many cases it is possible to climb without touching them, but it is not 
really surprising that ethics become more flexible the steeper, the higher, 
the colder, the harder the situation. We hurried on up the first half, with 
fat pegs at first beckoning and then pointing the way, and around I p.m. 
we reached the easy middle section. From here there is a long easy 
traverse to the left, desperately loose and in one part exposed to stonefall. 
We scuttled across this, one at a time. The next pitch was climbed up
wards and leftwards, and while we waited our turn we dodged the stray 
splinters of stone that whirred our way . . This bit led to a reasonable 
ledge, upon which we all got in each other's way and got the rope tangled. 
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After about an hour of this we still had not decided \vhich \vay to go. 
Initially, there \vas a vague diedre \vhich looked steep and loose; there was 
not a peg in sight, so we rejected this possibility. After about an hour and 
a half we decided it \vas the route. I set off. It \vas only supposed to be 
V inf., \Vhich as everyone knows is not really hard; the trouble was, it 
\Vas V inf. for the first 30 m. I put a peg in about 15 m. up and then found 
two more, at 20 m. and 30 m. respectively. In retrospect, I suppose it 
was only V inf. but, because it was sustained at that standard and almost 
without pegs, the climbing could be summed up in the time-honoured 
phrase, usually used by hard men when talking about other hard men's 
routes, 'not hard just bold'. Above this was another diedre, also 
graded V inf., which \vas about one-tenth as hard as the big diedre. 
According to our freshly translated description, we were no\v to climb a 
\vall to a small ledge and then move left into a gully. This wall was 
supposed to be I\T; I thought it \Yas \ TI. The ledge \Vas really small, 
and there \vas no left traverse; 3 o m. belo\v I could see a sling on a spike. 
The Derbyshire lads climbed down and across to it, and into a gully on 
the left. vVe then had a great mix-up of ropes, which culminated in me 
doing a tension traverse and a wild pendulum to get into the gully. 
Throughout all our antics \Vith routes and ropes, time had been passing, 
and there \vas less than an hour of daylight left. The gully was steep 
and loose, with no ledges worth standing on. The Derbyshire lads led 
the final pitch of the day to a two-man ledge, where the four of us spent 
the night, with two of us slipping off at regular intervals. The other 
team had forgotten their bivouac sack so, except for the regular slippings 
out and off, four of us crammed into one sack. 

Dawn was grey and red and streaked with angry green; it was far 
too cold to start, so we \vatched the storm building up and waited for 
the temperature to rise. It didn't, of course; but after about an hour the 
other three pretended it had, and pushed me out of the sack and off into 
a bitterly cold \vorld of grooves and cracks and loose blocks. The route 
\Vas not at all obvious; I \vasted an hour traversing to a perlon sling
an abseil point. Finally, while I tried a gully-groove for the third time, 
the Derbyshire men traversed under us, descended from the abseil sling 
and climbed across to a long groove, which led them to the final slabs. 
At the third attempt, our gully-groove was 'just bold not hard', 
and we all met on the shattered summit ridge, which we traversed to the 
top of the Promontoire rib. We plunged down a series of abseilsJ and 
got to the hut about an hour before the storm started. 

The guardian seemed to think it was all a huge joke; but he gave us a 
free brew and eventually told us what \Vas so funny. The description 
said 'ten hours' effective climbing'; but the men from lVIarseilles \vho 
had done the first ascent had spied the line, then climbed the first 
section and traversed off and do\vn the rib to the hut. The next day, 
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they went up the Promontoire rib to the top of the route and abseiled 
down the top section; the abseil slings bear this out. Then, the next 
day, they traversed back on at mid-height and climbed the top section. 
They had their previous reconnaissance to give them the line, and plenty 
of time in hand, which would seem to be the reason why we found only 
two pegs in the top section. This is in marked contrast to the number of 
pegs in the first section, on which they were pressing for a complete 
ascent as quickly as possible. However, the route only took them ten 
hours' effective climbing. 

All in all, we were none the worse for the night out, and we had 
helped one of the Derbyshire lads chalk up an impressive list of' firsts' 
first alpine season, first alpine route, first bivouac, first British ascent. 
The \veather never picked up, so after a re-visit to the Vercors, via the 
Calanques, we retired sunburnt. However, as I said previously, La 
Berarde is where the action is; and if the most elusive guidebook in the 
world ever comes out (it really does exist), and the lads get their hands on 
those English descriptions, things should get 'knocked dead' in the 
Dauphine. As Robin Smith would have said, 'all the routes will be wee 
dawdles, but they will be tremendous'. 
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